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Context 
 Service available to all Colombo lending libraries 
 Enables VDX to insert the local call number in the Pick List 
 May be applied to Loan or Copy requests (only if your periodicals have call numbers) 
 Loan requests: service implemented for all Colombo lending libraries 
 Copy requests: service available for all Colombo lending libraries using call numbers for periodicals 

 
The DocFind Responder program is offered as a means of adding item call numbers to the Pick List and the 
request from your own catalogue data. Often lending requests do not contain the correct call number.  If 
DocFind Responder finds a call number, the call number entered by the borrower will be replaced by those 
found in your catalogue. DocFind Responder can also be configured to enable automatic responses to lending 
requests. This last aspect is not covered in this document (see the document http://www.uquebec.ca/peb-
crepuq/doc/LocDoc_Preteur_Reponse_non_fourni_EN.pdf).  
 
 

Operation 
 
SEARCH - LOANS: 
DocFind Responder will act on all requests where Service Type 1 = Loan for a lending library. One or more of the 
following searches will be run on your Z39.50 server, in order to assign call numbers to requests:  

1. By ISBN  
2. By LC Card Number (LCCN) 

3. By a combination of the fields Title/Author/Date 

 
If DocFind Responder finds a record matching the search on ISBN, call numbers for all copies available for loan 
are added to the Request Details and the Pick List and the process stops at this point. The call numbers of copies 
which are out on loan will not be added to the request. If there is no ISBN or the search by ISBN is unsuccessful, 
DocFind Responder searches by LCCN (if there is one). If this search is unsuccessful, DocFind Responder launches 
a search on the combination of title-author-date fields. 
 
When a request already contains a call number provided by the borrower, DocFind Responder will replace that 
call number with the call number(s) found on your Z39.50 server. The call number provided by the borrower will 
only be retained in the request if DocFind Responder is unable to locate a bibliographic record or any copies 
available for loan. 
 
SEARCH - COPIES: 
Do not implement if your institution does not use call numbers for periodicals 
If this option has been implemented for your library, DocFind Responder will act on all requests where Service 
Type 1 = Copy. One or more of the following searches will be run on your Z39.50 server, in order to assign call 
numbers to requests:  

1. By ISSN  
2. By LC Card Number (LCCN) 

 
If DocFind Responder finds a record matching the search on ISSN, the call numbers for copies not on loan are 
added to the Request Details and the Pick List and the process stops at this point. If there is no ISSN or the 
search by ISSN is unsuccessful, DocFind Responder searches by LCCN (if there is one). If the request contains a 
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call number provided by the borrower, DocFind Responder will replace that call number with the call number(s) 
found on your Z39.50 server. 
 
RESULTS: 
Just like DocFind Requester, DocFind Responder may take a certain amount of time before the searches are 
complete. 
 
Here is the status of a loan request before DocFind Responder has run: 

 
 
 
After DocFind Responder has run, the Authorisation status of the request changes: 

 
 

 

The request details will now contain an “Information” message in the Log Messages section: 

 

The information messages produced by DocFind Responder are as follows: 

- Referred to Staff - Will Supply   

- Referred to Staff - Not Held 

- Referred to Staff - Unavailable  (indicated that a bibliographic record was found, but no copies are 

available for loan or no copies are linked to the bibliographic record) 

- Referred to Staff - Not Found As Cited   (indicates that the item format in the request is different from 

the item format of the bibliographic record found in your catalogue) 

 

If more than one bibliographic record matches the DocFind Responder search, the following error message will 

be displayed: 

- More than 1 bib record located 

 

All lending requests which have Service 1 = Loan will contain one of these messages, as well as requests where 

Service 1 = copy if your library has implemented DocFind Responder for copy requests. The message which 

indicates that the document is not held by the lending library (Referred to Staff - Not Held) means only that 

DocFind Responder could not locate the document with the search types used. ILL staff will need to look up the 

document in their catalogue and write in the call number(s) on the Pick List. 
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Call numbers added to the Pick List 
 
The Pick List will contain the call number found by DocFind Responder, in the usual location. For example: 
 
 
Example 1: simple situation 

 

 
Example 2: a location other than the lender’s default location 

 
 
Example 3: call numbers for two different copies at the lending institution 

 
 
 

Other  information 
 
A) We have had to add new symbols to your institution’s locations so that DocFind Responder can identify all 

documents managed by a lending library. 

 

 

B) The call number(s) found by DocFind are entered in the Call Number field of the request. 

C) The search by title/author/date is not very precise. For example, a title which contains parentheses will not be 

found by DocFind Responder. A simple typo in a title word will prevent the document from being found. 
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D) Depending on the configuration, if the document is held by another lending library in the same institution as 

the library to which the request was sent, the message will indicate that the document is not held in the lending 

library’s collection. 

E) In all cases, once DocFind Responder is activated, it will add a line in the Log Messages section of the request 
details. 
 
F) Once replaced by the call number found by DocFind, the original call number entered by the borrower is 
erased from the request and cannot be traced. 
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